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Loving Children for Heaven
by Edward F. Sylvia, M.T.S.
Some unexpectedly fertile ground for unifying science with religion is found in some
relatively recent discoveries in neuroscience concerning the importance of love. Unlike
the cerebrum, the cerebellum can continue to create new neurons within a child’s early
life. The surprising stimulus that triggers the formation of these new neurons in a child
is parental hugging, rocking, being picked up and other forms of physical closeness,
including being fussed over.
So, as the cerebellum develops it can continue to form new connections with the emotional centers of the Limbic system, which in turn, promote alertness in the thinking
brain or cerebrum of the child. Parental love, therefore, has a big effect on a child’s
learning abilities and his or her curiosity of the world by implanting the affection for
acquiring knowledge. While I am a Christian, I was delighted to learn that in Hinduism a mother is called a child’s first guru. This is because they understood that love
first opens the mind to learn.
Scientists believe that an infant deprived of the warmth and physical closeness of parental intimacy will suffer improper emotional development and reduced cell connections, which can lead to dysfunctional and anti-social behavior. But I want to return to
the positive side of things, where parental love can help God’s ultimate goal of taking
a child’s mind beyond normal worldly development and intellectual curiosity.
Eighteenth Century scientist and theologian, Emanuel Swedenborg learned from his
deep spiritual experiences that hugging and the warmth of physical closeness could
also play a crucial role in the inner growth and spiritual development of a child. He
discovered that God carefully protects and stores these precious moments of innocent
love and peace deep within the involuntary and unconscious mind (cerebellum) of the
child. Swedenborg called these stored feelings remains, because they remain protected
from the developing cerebrum which is influenced by the allurements of the world.
These remains are re-activated later by God where they can be used as a foundation or
matrix for further spiritual growth. This divine operation is felt in an individual as a
new yearning for something greater than the physical world of the senses can offer. Its
commencement is represented in the Genesis story by the passage, “And the earth was
without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep. And the spirit of
God moved upon the face of the waters.” (Gen. 1:2). God’s moving in this deep darkness represents the stirring up of the remains within the depths of the unconscious
mind, which then bubbles up into the emotional centers of the Limbic system until it
becomes a new conscious striving in the cerebrum.
The Genesis story, when translated into higher quantum vocabulary, actually addresses our spiritual re-creation or epigenesis and the seven stages that mark our return to
innocence and peace (and God’s rest). Do you believe that the Holy Word can contain a
multi-leveled quantum vocabulary capable of communicating God’s infinite wisdom?
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